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Class XI-COMMERCE
ENGLISH:
1. Suppose you are Monica General Manager of PK industries, Hyderabad. You need an

accountant for your company. Draft an advertisement to be published in the Hindustan
Times, in classified column.

2. You are interested in buying a flat in AK Nagar, Gwalior giving your entire requirement. Draft
an advertisement to be published in  Dainik  Bhaskar.

3. Rayat International school is looking for a receptionist. Write an advertisement on behalf of
administrative officer in the classified column of your local newspaper giving necessary
details. Draft an advertisement.

4. You want to give your newly constructed flat on rent i.e. in the heart of the city. Draft an
advertisement by giving all the necessary details.

5. You are GM of IVY solutions, Agra. You need a software engineer for your organization.
Draft an advertisement.

6. Your school is organizing an educational tour to Dehradun for the students of +1 class. Draft
a notice for your school notice board, giving all the necessary details and invite the names of
those who are interested in going.

7. As a student editor, draft a notice for inviting articles for school magazine.
8. You are sports secretary of RIS, Railmajra. Write a notice for school notice board asking

students for their names who are interested in playing hockey Event, date, time, eligibility,
criteria etc.

9. You have lost your leather wallet containing your examination hall ticket for class +2, which
was travelling by bus from Ropar to Chandigarh. Write a notice to be published in Dainik
Jagran. You are  Pranav or Praveen.

10. You have cleared pre medical dental entrance test. Your family is rated as
achievement and they decided to have a get together for all friends and relatives.
Draft an informal invitation for it.

11. Your school is organizing the annual day month in one of the most prestigious
auditorium of the city. Draft a formal invitation giving all the necessary instruction
against mobiles, camera.

12. You are Sanjay, a staff importer of Times of India. Write a report in 100-150 words
covering the book fair organized in New Delhi in the month of June by leading
publishers of the country.
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13. Write down factual description of Atlante mall, giving details of layout, special facilities like
ATM’s, restaurants, escalators etc.

14. You witness a strict fight between the landlord and his tenant. You felt very bad about their
behavior. Write an article narrating this incident.

15. Recently you have celebrated the Silver Jubilee of school. Write a report for the school
magazine by describing the celebration.

16. Letter of choice
 One of complaint
 One of request
 One to editor
 One to principal
 One to friend for consoling for bad result
 One to friend for congratulating him on his success
 One to friend for advising something

17. Articles on:-
 Poverty is the cause of all evils.
 Need of value education
 Signs and religion
 Mobile, a boon or curse
 Increasing involvement of women’s in terrorism
 Being a teenager , give your views about teenage

ECONOMICS
1. Revise the syllabus which is finished in class till.
2. Make Assignments related with each topic & it must 20-25 questions from each

lesson.






